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Abstract
There is a consensus among researchers about the link between low meaning in life
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and anxiety and depressive symptoms. One unanswered question is whether
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participants with adjustment disorders during cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
treatment. The aims of this study were (a) to analyse whether there was meaningmaking during the application of the CBT, (b) to analyse whether meaning-making
was a mediator of anxiety psychopathology and (c) to analyse whether meaningmaking was a mediator of depressive symptoms. The sample was composed of
115 patients who satisfied the full Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-5 criteria for adjustment disorder as their primary diagnosis and completed CBT treatment in a primary care mental health service: 74.78% women,
n = 86, and 25.22% men, n = 29, with a mean age of 41.89 (standard deviation
[SD] = 10.39) years. The diagnosis was established using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 (SCID-5), and participants filled out the Beck Anxiety Inventory, the
Beck Depression Inventory and Purpose in Life questionnaires. The therapists were
clinical psychologists with experience in clinical assessment. A repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and two mediation analyses using the bootstrap
method were performed. The results indicated that (a) There was meaning-making
during the CBT because the treated sample showed a statistically significant
improvement in meaning in life, and (b) meaning-making during the CBT was a partial
mediator between anxiety symptoms and depressive symptoms before and after the
treatment. The present study suggests that meaning in life could be an important variable in the psychopathology of adjustment disorders.
KEYWORDS

adjustment disorders, anxiety, depressive symptoms, meaning in life, meaning-making,
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

general population-based studies, the prevalence rates were 2%
(O'Donnell, Agathos, Metcalf, Gibson, & Lau, 2019), and in studies

Adjustment disorders have high societal costs for the people who

with a Spanish sample in primary care, the prevalence was 2.94%

experience them (Lépine, 2002), and they are highly prevalent. In

(Fernandez et al., 2012). According to the Diagnostic and Statistical
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Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association (APA), 2013), adjustment disorders are defined as an abnormal

Key Practitioner Messages

stress response to an identifiable stressful life event or life change
(occurring within 3 months of the onset of the stressor), characterized
by behavioural symptoms, symptoms of preoccupation, excessive
worry, anxiety, recurrent and distressing thoughts about the stressor
or constant rumination about its implications. Moreover, the marked

• The results of this study suggest that there was meaningmaking during the CBT.
• The results of this study suggest that meaning-making
during the CBT was a significant mediator between anxi-

distress is out of proportion with the severity of the stressor. These
clinically significant symptoms are a consequence of a failure to adapt,
and they produce clinical interference in everyday life (e.g., difficulties

ety symptoms before and after the treatment.
• The results of this study suggest that meaning-making
during the CBT was a significant mediator between

concentrating or sleep disturbance and severe depressive symptoms;
Casey, Jabbar, O'Leary, & Doherty, 2015). Moreover, the symptoms
do not represent normal bereavement, and the stress-related symp-

depression symptoms before and after the treatment.
• Our results suggest the need to assess meaning in life in
participants with adjustment disorders.

toms do not meet the criteria for another mental disorder
(APA, 2013). The DSM-5 (APA, 2013) indicates six subtypes: with
depressed mood, with anxiety, with anxiety and depressed mood, with
conduct disturbance, with mixed disturbance of emotions and conduct

Buchanan, 2011; Volkert, Schulz, Brütt, & Andreas, 2014) and

and unspecified.

suicidality (Costanza, Prelati, & Pompili, 2019). In this regard, the neg-

The diagnostic criteria for adjustment disorders have been a

ative association between meaning in life and anxiety symptoms has

source of controversy in terms of their validity and reliability (Patra &

been

Sarkar, 2013). Adjustment disorders make up a diagnosis that arises

Baumeister, 2017; Steger, Mann, Michels, & Cooper, 2009). High

clearly

established

in

several

studies

(e.g.,

Park

&

between a normal response to stress and mental disorders. They are

meaning in life has been associated with lower stress reactions,

subthreshold entities that overlap with other diagnoses and are

whereas perceiving life as meaningless has been shown to increase

defined ambiguously (Strain & Diefenbacher, 2008). For example, the

vulnerability to stress (Steger, Kashdan, Sullivan, & Lorentz, 2008).

criterion E for adjustment disorder involves spontaneous recovery or

In the context of trauma and stress-related disorders, Park and

a good outcome because it states that ‘once the stressor has termi-

Folkman (1997) introduced the meaning-making model, which pro-

nated, the symptoms do not persist for more than an additional six

poses that people continuously search for and assign meanings to

months’ (APA, 2013). Thus, they are mental disorders with spontane-

their behaviours, relationships, situations, values, goals and events.

ous recovery by definition.

Thus, after the occurrence of a stressful event, people begin a set of

However, several studies have found that symptoms may

processes that include searching for and assigning meaning to the

increase over time and develop into a severe disorder (O'Donnell

event (situational meaning). If the situational meaning of the event

et al., 2019). In some patients, the adjustment disorders are potentially

violates or contradicts their global meaning, values or purpose, they

serious and can present with life-threatening features, showing a high

will experience distress, which will lead to efforts to reduce these dis-

prevalence of non-suicidal self-injuries and suicidal behaviours (Casey

crepancies through meaning-making processes (e.g. continuous search

et al., 2015). Participants with adjustment disorders can show loss of

for meaning). Perceptions of discrepancy (e.g., with the individual's

interest in work, social life and leisure activities.

sense of control) are thought to create the distress that drives

Frankl (2006) defines meaning in life as the experience of free-

meaning-making efforts (Joseph & Linley, 2005). In this direction, sev-

dom, responsibility and self-determination, and he associates it with a

eral studies have found that meaning-making is an effective coping

positive view of life, the future and oneself. Martela and Steger (2016)

strategy for dealing with stressors and an adaptive response to the

suggest that meaning in life is composed of three dimensions:

occurrence of negative and traumatic events (e.g., Davis, Wortman,

(a) coherence, the cognitive component of meaning in life, is defined

Lehman,

as the degree to which people feel that the world around them is

Baumeister, 2017; Updegraff, Silver, & Holman, 2008). Moreover,

structured, predictable and explainable; (b) purpose, the motivational

review studies on therapy focused on improving meaning in life found

dimension, refers to the way people experience their life as guided by

that the enhancement of meaning in life while coping with disease

valuable life goals and (c) significance, the affective component, refers

was associated with an improvement in anxiety symptoms in people

to the sense of the inherent value of life and implies having a life

with cancer (Guerrero-Torrelles, Monforte-Royo, Rodríguez-Prat,

worth living. Thus, high levels of meaning in life contribute to propos-

Porta-Sales, & Balaguer, 2017).

ing and achieving vital goals that direct and grant significance to one's
life (Zika & Chamberlain, 1992).

&

Silver,

2000;

Janoff-Bulman,

2004;

Park

&

However, in other studies on meaning-making and psychological
adjustment, the results have been contradictory. Kernan and Lep-

There is a broad consensus among researchers about the

ore (2009) found that the meaning-making process was associated

link between low meaning in life and anxiety psychopathology

with more negative emotions, suggesting that it is a distressing psy-

and depressive symptoms (Harlow, Newcomb, & Bentler, 1986;

chological state. Bonanno, Wortman, and Nesse (2004) found that the

Marco, Pérez, & García-Alandete, 2016; Schulenberg, Strack, &

meaning-making processes predicted poorer subsequent adjustment
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to the loss. Davis and Morgan (2008) found that, in participants with

Despite the relevance of adjustment disorders, evidence about

tinnitus, meaning-making was associated with positive changes in life

effective psychotherapy is scarce, and there is currently no gold

goals and philosophy of life. They did not, however, report higher

standard treatment approach for participants with adjustment disor-

well-being or fewer depression symptoms than those without

ders. Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is one of the few psycho-

meaning-making.

therapies that has already provided efficacy results in the treatment

Ruminating and excessive worry are common characteristics of

of adjustment disorders (Currier, Holland, & Neimeyer, 2010;

participants with adjustment disorders (APA, 2013). The purpose

Eimontas, Rimsaite, Gegieckaite, Zelviene, & Kazlauskas, 2018). CBT

and results of the rumination or worry depend on each patient. For

had a high effect on reducing anxiety and depressive psychopathol-

some patients, rumination and worry could be cognitive processing

ogy, and it has been associated with sustained maintenance of

aimed at finding some meaning in the resolution to the stressor and

improvements after treatment for adjustment disorders (Quero

achieve better adaptation. However, other patients could perceive it

et al., 2019).

as intrusive thoughts that cause more interference and make it

Based on the meaning-making model, it is reasonable to suggest

difficult to adapt to the stressor (Nolen-Hoeksema & Larson, 1999).

that during treatment with CBT, patients will practice meaning-mak-

In

and

ing. CBT focuses on making the patient's schemas, irrational

Snyder (2005) found that meaning-making was negatively correlated

beliefs and core beliefs more flexible (Szentagotai, David, Lupu, &

with rumination (r = −.66).

Cosman, 2008). This flexibility could enhance the assimilation and

a

study

on

rumination

and

bereavement,

Michael

Studies with participants with bereavement (Bower, Kemeny,

accommodation processes that are necessary for the construction of

Taylor, & Fahey, 1998) or trauma (Silver, Boon, & Stones, 1983) found

meaning in life (Steger, 2012). Moreover, with the skills learned

that when continuous cognitive processing was capable of meaning-

through CBT, the participants will improve their understanding of

making, it led to developing better adjustment, but if it did not

stressful events, integrate them into their global schemes and

produce meaning-making, it led to worse coping and adjustment.

reorient their values and behaviours, which will lead to meaning-

Thus, these studies suggest that the reduction in rumination and

making and reduce anxiety and depression symptoms after the

excessive worry could depend on the participants' meaning-making

treatment. By contrast, following the meaning-making model, if

processes after the stressful event. However, research on meaning life

patients do not improve meaning during CBT, they will not experi-

in participants with adjustment disorders is scarce.

ence a reduction in symptoms after the treatment. Thus, testing

Meaning-making is a different construct from resilience, but

whether meaning-making is a mediator of anxiety and depression

closely related to it. Resilience is a process of ‘bouncing back’ from dif-

symptoms during CBT treatment could help us to improve the cur-

ficult experiences and adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma,

rent treatments for adjustment disorders.

tragedy, threats or significant sources of stress (Joyce et al., 2018),

The aims of the present research are (a) to analyse whether there

and meaning-making in negative experiences has been found to be a

is meaning-making during the application of the CBT, (b) to analyse

coping skill and provides a foundation for resilience to high stressors

whether meaning-making is a mediator of anxiety psychopathology

(Kashdan & McKnight, 2009; King, Hicks, Krull, & Del Gaiso, 2006). In

and (c) to analyse whether meaning-making is a mediator of depres-

longitudinal studies, the sense of coherence has been found to be a

sive symptoms.

significant predictor of resilience when facing stressful life situations

Taking into account the previously mentioned literature, we

(e.g., war victims). The sense of coherence is one of the three dimen-

hypothesize that (a) after the treatment with CBT, there is meaning-

sions of meaning of life, and so these studies suggest that resilience is

making; (b) meaning-making mediates the association between anxi-

a more general construct than meaning-making, although they are

ety symptoms before and after the treatment and (c) meaning-making

associated (Eshel, Kimhi, Lahad, & Leykin, 2017). In the same way,

mediates the association between depressive symptoms before and

according to the meaning-making model, global meaning would be

after the treatment.

made up of general schemas, beliefs and values. The values and the
behaviours related to values are the motivational dimension of meaning, called purpose (Martela & Steger, 2016). Thus, when the stressful

2

METHOD

|

event violates individuals' values, people will begin meaning-making
processes, which include searching for and assigning meaning to the

2.1

|

Participants

event and to the actions related to values (situational meaning;
Park, 2010).

Participants were 115 patients who were part of the sample of a

To the data, one unanswered question is whether meaning-

multisite clinical trial at eight Mental Health Services in different cit-

making is a mediator of the change in anxiety and depression symp-

ies in Spain. The inclusion criteria included (a) patients who satisfied

toms. Park (2010) suggested that to answer the question of whether

the full DSM-5 (APA, 2013) criteria for adjustment disorder as their

meaning-making produces better psychological adjustment by reduc-

primary diagnosis and (b) participants who completed CBT treatment

ing anxiety and depression, longitudinal studies are necessary, with

in a primary care mental health service. The exclusion criteria

meaning-making as a mediating factor between anxiety and depres-

included (a) moderate or severe intellectual disability and (b) a diag-

sion psychopathology.

nosis of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, severe personality disorders,
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organic mental disorders, substance use disorders or major depres-

Espinosa, Fortun, & Vazquez, 2005). It showed adequate reliability

sive disorder. All the participants were Caucasian. The clinical sam-

(α = 0.93) in our sample.

ple comprised 74.78% women, n = 86, and 25.22% men, n = 29.
The participants' ages ranged from 20 to 60 years, with a mean of
41.89 (standard deviation [SD] = 10.39); 34.79%, n = 40, had pri-

2.3

Procedure

|

mary school level studies, 41.74%, n = 48, had a high school education and 23.47%, n = 27, had university level studies. Regarding the

In the first session before the treatment, the diagnosis was established

DSM-5 subtypes (APA, 2013): 50.4%, n = 58, had anxiety and

using the SCID-5 (First et al., 2015), and at the beginning and end of

depressed mood 309.28 (F43.23); 20.8%, n = 24, had anxiety

the treatment, participants filled out the BAI, BDI and PIL. All the

309.24 (F43.22); 3.47%, n = 4, had depressed mood 309.0 (F43.21);

interviewers were PhD and clinical Psychologists with experience in

2.6%, n = 3, had conduct disturbance 309.3 (F43.24) and 22.73%,

clinical assessment. The therapists were blind to the research

n = 26, had unspecific 309.9 (F43.20).

hypothesis.

Participants were volunteers who did not receive any compensa-

The psychotherapy treatment was a standardized application of

tion for their participation, and they signed an informed consent form.

CBT. The main modules of the CBT included explaining the impor-

Ethical approval for carrying out this study was granted by the Auto-

tance of emotions, irrational beliefs and the role of negative thoughts

nomic Ethics Committee of Clinical Studies. The data used to address

in the appearance of anxiety disorders; cognitive restructuring tech-

the aims of this study were drawn from a larger study about early

niques; elimination of avoidance behaviours; exposure to feared situa-

intervention with CBT in people with adjustment disorders (Marco,

tions and relapse prevention (Currier et al., 2010). The manualized

Alonso, & Andani, 2018).

protocol includes homework the patients completed during the week
after each session. These homework activities were (a) reading a brief
manual about the therapeutic contents; (b) filling in self-registers

2.2

|

Assessments and measures

about situations, thoughts and emotions that cause discomfort and
(c) fill in self-registers containing exercises to practice the contents of

Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 disorders—Clinician version

the treatment sessions. Before starting the next psychotherapy ses-

(SCID-5-CV; First, Williams, Karg, & Spitzer, 2015). This is an inter-

sion, the psychologist checked that the participants had completed

view for making the major DSM-5 (APA, 2013) diagnoses.

the homework and adhered to the treatment. The CBT was applied by

Purpose in Life (PIL; Crumbaugh & Maholick, 1969) This is a

psychologists who were experts in CBT for anxiety disorders and had

20-item Likert scale with seven response levels (from 1 to 7) related

more than 10 years of experience. The participants received an aver-

to different aspects of MIL (e.g., enthusiasm vs. boredom, excitement

age of 9.1 (4.01) sessions of individual CBT psychotherapy. The study

about living, presence of clear life goals, wishing for more lives, good

had the approval of the Ethics Committee on Clinical Studies.

things in life, having a reason to be alive, capacity to find meaning,
presence of goals/life purpose). The total score ranges from 20 to
140, so that higher scores indicate greater meaning in life. We utilized

2.3.1

|

Statistical procedure

the Spanish version (Noblejas de la Flor, 2000). In our sample, excellent internal consistency was found for the PIL (α = .91). To evaluate

First, to calculate the efficacy of CBT in improving meaning in life,

meaning-making, we calculated the increase in the PIL scores during

anxiety symptomatology and depression in the participants, a

the treatment.

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. To

Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI; Beck & Steer, 1993). We utilized

calculate meaning-making (the change produced in meaning in life)

the Spanish adaptation of the BAI (Sanz & Navarro, 2003). This inven-

during the CBT, we created a new variable called MIL T1-T2, by sub-

tory consists of 21 items rated on a Likert scale with four response

tracting the scores obtained before beginning the treatment from the

options (from 0 to 3), and it assesses anxiety symptoms. It establishes

scores obtained at the end of treatment. Then, two mediation ana-

different quantitative ranges of anxiety: absent or minimal anxiety

lyses were carried out, taking the scores on the BDI and BAI before

(<7), mild anxiety (8–15), moderate anxiety (16–25) and severe anxi-

treatment as predictor variables, meaning-making (MIL T1-T2) during

ety (>26). The total score ranges from 0 to 63, with higher scores indi-

CBT as the mediator variable and the scores on the BDI and BAI after

cating greater anxiety symptoms. Excellent internal consistency was

treatment as outcome variables. In order to test the potential media-

found (α = .91) in our sample.

tor effect, we used the bootstrap method (10,000 replications) and
&

calculated the total, direct and indirect effects, obtaining the variance

Brown, 1996). This inventory is composed of 21 items with four

Beck

Depression

Inventory-II

(BDI-II;

Beck,

Steer,

explained (R2 adjusted) by the mediation. The calculations and the

response options (0–4), and it assesses depressive symptomatology. It

mediation model were performed with the JASP statistical program

establishes different quantitative ranges of depression: absent or min-

(JASP Team, 2019). The variables were mean-centred prior to analysis.

imal depression (<13), mild to moderate depression (14–19), moderate

Variance inflation factors (VIF) were calculated for the predictors in

depression (20–28) and severe depression (>28). It offers good psy-

the multiple regression, and none of them was higher than 10, thus

chometric properties in its Spanish version (Sanz, García-Vera,

showing no multicollinearity problems (Stevens, 2007).
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3

|

RESULTS

4

|

DI SCU SSION

As Table 1 shows, after the CBT for adjustment disorders, the sample

The aims of the present research were (a) to analyse whether there

showed a statistically significant improvement in meaning in life (PIL;

was meaning-making during the application of the CBT, (b) to analyse

163)

= 387.63, p < 0.0001, η2 = .74), anxiety symptoms (BAI;

whether meaning-making was a mediator of anxiety psychopathology

163)

= 427.62, p < 0.0001, η2 = .75) and depression symptoms

and (c) to analyse whether meaning-making was a mediator of depres-

F(1,
F(1,

(BDI; F(1, 163) = 297.91, p < 0.0001, η = .78).
2

sive symptoms.

As Table 2 shows, meaning-making during the CBT (PIL T1-T2)

Regarding our first aim, we found that during the CBT treat-

was a partial mediator between anxiety symptoms before and after

ment meaning in life increased significantly, thus there was

the treatment (R2 =. 26, z = 2.859, p < .001 [0.057, 0.306 {95%}]; see

meaning-making in participants with adjustment disorders. These

Figure 1). Finally, as Table 3 shows, meaning-making during the CBT

results are consistent with other studies that found improvements in

(PIL T1-T2) was a partial mediator between depressive symptoms

meaning in life during psychotherapy. Waisberg and Porter (1994),

before and after the treatment (R2 =. 47, z = 4.079, p < .001 [0.126,

after a multicomponent intervention for people with substance

0.360 {95%}]; see Figure 2).

abuse (alcohol), found that meaning in life increased, reaching the

TABLE 1

Pretreatment and posttreatment scores of participants
Pretreatment T1

Posttreatment T2

M (SD)

M (SD)

F(1,162)

p

η2

Meaning in Life (PIL)

79.38 (19.26)

109.43 (14.65)

387.63

.0001

.74

Beck Anxiety Inventory

29.78 (11.97)

9.04 (7.88)

427.62

.0001

.75

Beck Depression Inventory

30.78 (10.87)

8.62 (6.67)

297.91

.0001

.80

Abbreviations: PIL, Purpose In Life; SD, standard deviation.

TABLE 2

Model of mediation of meaning-making between anxiety symptoms (BAI) before and after CBT
Confidence interval (95%)
Coefficient

Error standard

z value

p

Lower

Upper

Total effects

0.181

0.063

2.859

<.001

0.057

0.306

Direct effects

0.273

0.060

4.557

<.001

0.156

0.390

−0.091

0.034

−2.676

<.001

−0.158

−0.024

Indirect effects

Abbreviations: BDI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; CBT, cognitive behavioural therapy.

F I G U R E 1 The meaningmaking (PIL T1-T2) during
cognitive behavioural therapy
(CBT) as mediator of change
anxiety symptoms before and
after treatment. Note: PrBAI,
Pretreatment Beck Anxiety
Inventory; PtBDI, Posttreatment
Beck Anxiety Inventory; PIL,
Purpose in Life Test change
during CBT

Variance explained

26%
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TABLE 3

Model of mediation of meaning-making between depressive symptoms (BDI) before and after CBT
Confidence interval (95%)
Coefficient

Total effects
Direct effects
Indirect effects

Error standard

0.243

0.060

0.406
−0.162

z value

p

Lower
0.126

Upper

4.079

<.001

0.051

7.905

<.001

0.305

0.506

0.043

−3.807

<.001

−0.246

−0.079

Variance explained

0.360

47%

Abbreviations: BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; CBT, cognitive behavioural therapy.

F I G U R E 2 The meaning-making (PIL T1-T2) during cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) as mediator of change in depression symptoms
before and after treatment. Note: PrBDI, Pretreatment Beck Depression Inventory; PtBDI, Posttreatment Beck Depression Inventory; PIL,
Purpose in Life change during CBT
same level as the general population. In addition, in a psychody-

With regard to our third aim, the meaning-making during CBT

namic psychotherapy for people with depressive, anxiety and

was a partial mediator of the improvement in depressive symptoms

somatoform disorders, Volkert et al. (2014) found that meaning in

during the treatment. These results support previous cross-sectional

life improved at the end of the therapy and at follow-up. However,

studies indicating that high meaning in life is negatively associated

none of these previous studies used a standard CBT intervention.

with negative affect (e.g., King et al., 2006). In this regard, meaning in

Thus, as far as we know, this is the first study to show that stan-

life was found to be highly and negatively associated with depression

dard CBT can facilitate meaning-making in participants with adjust-

(Heisel & Flett, 2004; Mascaro & Rosen, 2005). Moreover, longitudinal

ment disorders.

studies showed that meaning in life was a variable that predicted and

Regarding the second aim, the meaning-making during CBT was a

moderated depression. For example, Disabato, Kashdan, Short, and

partial mediator of the improvement in anxiety psychopathology dur-

Jarden (2017) found that higher levels of meaning in life predicted

ing the treatment. Our results coincide with other previous studies

decreased levels of depression after 3 and 6 months in nonclinical

showing a strong negative association between meaning in life and

adults. Marco, Cañabate, Llorca, and Pérez (2020), in a study with a

anxiety (Park & Baumeister, 2017). These results are congruent with

clinical sample, found that meaning in life moderated the association

other findings showing that meaning in life facilitated adaptation to

between suicide ideation at baseline and at the 7-month follow-up

acute stressors (Updegraff et al., 2008) and with studies suggesting

and that meaning in life moderated the association between hopeless-

that constructing meaningful interpretations is an effective strategy

ness at baseline and at the 7-month follow-up. Thus, meaning in life

for coping with and adapting to stressors and anxiety (Davis

was a moderator and independent variable from hopelessness and sui-

et al., 2000; Park & Baumeister, 2017).

cidal ideation (both are core symptoms of depression).
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Our results can be explained from the perspective of the

meaning-making could represent another part of anxiety and depres-

meaning-making model, which suggests that after the occurrence of a

sive symptoms and not an independent factor that influences them.

stressful event, individuals appraise and assign meaning to the event.

Previous authors (e.g., Frankl, 1984) suggested that existential depres-

The extent to which the situational meaning is discrepant with their

sion, as a subtype of depression, was characterized by absence of

global meaning determines the extent to which they experience dis-

meaning in life (Addis & Jacobson, 1996). Thus, future research should

tress, and when people make a new situational meaning that is con-

analyse whether the absence of meaning of life is a construct that is

gruent with their global meaning, the distress is reduced (Park, 2010).

part of depression/anxiety or an independent construct. Another limi-

This model suggests that psychotherapy facilitates the process of

tation is that participants with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, bipolar

assimilating the situational meaning and accommodating the schemes

disorder, severe personality disorders organic mental disorders, sub-

that make up the global meaning.

stance use disorders or major depressive disorder were excluded from

From the CBT perspective, meaning-making is seen as a cognitive

the study. Thus, our results are only generalizable to patients who sat-

process that leads to the development of a rational vision of the self,

isfy the full DSM-5 criteria for adjustment disorder as their primary

others and the world. With the help of psychotherapy, clients learn to

diagnosis without comorbidity. Future research is necessary to con-

identify the meaning they give to their thoughts and beliefs, and

firm our results in a sample composed of participants diagnosed with

through cognitive skills, this meaning is modified (Szentagotai

adjustment disorders with psychiatric comorbidity. These limitations

et al., 2008). Thus, the dimension of coherence would be increased

should always be taken into consideration when generalizing the

through the therapeutic process. Future research could study whether

results, which should be considered exploratory.

this dimension of meaning would be a catalyst for change in the other

The results of our study could have practical implications for the

dimension of meaning, purpose and significance. Thus, CBT implicitly

prevention of adjustment disorders. They support the need to assess

involves meaning-making.

meaning in life in participants with adjustment disorders. Finally,

However, we can highlight that other possible explanations for

encouraging the development of meaning in life in non-clinical partici-

the improvement in depression and anxiety after CBT are possible,

pants (e g., adolescents) could be a strategy for increasing resilience

apart from meaning-making. First, spontaneous recovery seems to be

and preventing adjustment and anxiety disorders (Burrow &

rather normal in adjustment disorders, and so the reduction in symp-

Hill, 2011; Kim, Lee, Yu, Lee, & Puig, 2005).

toms may not be a result of psychotherapy (because we do not have a

A question that is still not resolved is whether we could improve

control group, spontaneous recovery was not controlled). Second,

the treatments for adjustment disorders if we focus some sessions of

CBT is an effective treatment to reduce rumination, worry, anxiety

CBT on the construction of a meaningful life. Therefore, future studies

and depression symptoms (Teismann et al., 2014). Although we previ-

should analyse, with a randomize control trial, whether adding a spe-

ously mentioned that rumination, anxiety and depressive symptoms

cific treatment component focused on meaning in life to CBT could

were negatively associated with the construction of meaning

increase

(Michael & Snyder, 2005), it is possible that the reductions in rumina-

(e.g., Wong, 1999) with these relevant variables controlled.

the

efficacy

of

CBT

for

adjustment

disorders

tion, anxiety and depressive symptoms were produced by the CBT,

One of the strengths of this study is the sample used, which

and this symptom reduction leads to better understanding, coherence

comes from several cities in Spain. Hence, it is safe to state that the

of the event and better meaning-making. Thus, the association

sample is representative of Spanish patients seen in daily clinical prac-

between CBT, meaning in life, depression and anxiety symptoms

tice and that these results may be generalizable to other populations

could be explained by other variables that might affect the results

of participants with adjustment disorders.

(e.g., rumination, positive affect and symptom reduction).
Our study presents other limitations that must be taken into
account when interpreting the results. The first limitation is that there

In conclusion, based in the results of the study, we propose that
meaning in life could be an important variable in the psychopathology
of adjustment disorders.

was no control group, and so it is not possible to conclude that CBT is
effective for meaning-making. The second limitation is that to evaluate the variables we have used self-report measures alone, and self-
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